MEGATRENDS
Global forces impacting
businesses, economies, and
individuals today, and setting
a path for the future.

Disruptive Innovation
Can Create Long Term Value
Over time, we believe there are several secular megatrends changing our
world. These are trends that we expect to unfold over a multi-year period.
They are unaffected by short-term changes in the business cycle and
generally manifest themselves globally.
These shifting trends can cause companies to build new disruptive
technologies and products and use their competitive and intellectual
advantages to take share from industry incumbents who fail to respond
to these changes.
We seek to identify these secular megatrends in advance, and invest in
companies we believe are best able to exploit them, develop and market
new disruptive products that are superior to industry incumbents, and
take market share. We believe investing in these companies offers the
potential for superior growth opportunities for investors.
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Secular Megatrends for the Next Decade
We’ve identified 10 secular megatrends that we believe can change the world over the next
decade. In our opinion, these forces will bring about disruptive innovations that will reshape
the structure of industries in the years ahead.
		SOCIAL NETWORKING | REPLACING TRADITIONAL MEDIA
Social media is disrupting traditional media by changing how advertisers
communicate with existing and prospective customers. We believe recent
share trends of advertising dollars shifting from linear TV and cable toward
social media will accelerate as people return to work as COVID risk recedes.
MOBILITY | WORKING AND INTERACTING FROM ANYWHERE
Consumers and businesses are purchasing goods and services and acquiring
information very differently than in the past, presenting huge disruption
opportunities for innovative companies. While the Apple ecosystem has been
the biggest beneficiary of this change, it allows consumers and businesses
flexibility to get everything they need on their phones, work from home, as well
as manage their homes, finances, and nearly every aspect of their lives from
wherever they are.
E-COMMERCE | DISINTERMEDIATION OF BRICK-AND-MORTAR RETAIL
Brick and mortar stores are being displaced by online retailers. For example,
Amazon has forced all retailers to change their models to deliver goods to
buyers’ homes and to allow them to sample, try, or ask for opinions about items
they buy. Nearly all large retailers have developed omni-channel offerings.
Retailers with the most built-out direct channels and best technology are
gaining share from those who invested too little. As a result, demand for retail
space continues to shrink while squeezing middleman profits.
CLIMATE SUSTAINABILITY | HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN FIGHT
CLIMATE CHANGE
With government incentives to reduce carbon emissions and a younger
generation who are focused on saving the environment, climate sustainability
has become one of the major trends where early innovators can disrupt
and take share from those who continue to waste resources and harm the
environment. Tesla is the poster child for leading the transition to a new
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sustainable energy world in automobiles, but other innovative sustainable
companies are harnessing solar energy, wind, and conserving natural
resources to keep the earth green.
AUTOMATION | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) AND ROBOTICS
REPLACING LABOR
Automation is everywhere. Artificial intelligence (AI), relying on combining
computers and data, are able to problem solve and make decisions that
mimic the human mind. AI is used more and more by retailers, banks, and
airlines as a first line of service for their customers. In other industries, robots
produce most cars and appliances, self-service in the new normal in nearly
every service we use, and email and texts have replaced live interactions
between humans. In hospitals, robots are supplementing surgeons’ skills.
Transportation and fulfillment are increasingly run autonomously. Those
most aggressive at replacing humans with machines can bring costs down
substantially, cut price, and grow market share, disrupting those who don’t
embrace automation.
BIG DATA AND SECURITY | DATA MANAGEMENT, PRIVACY
AND PRODUCTIVITY
Nearly every company uses cloud services to store and allow employees to
access information, which Amazon, Microsoft, and Google collectively control.
This environment has improved data management, access and productivity.
On the other side of the spectrum, there is a huge demand for data privacy and
protection services where firms like Palo Alto, Mandiant, and Crowdstrike lead.
PEOPLE LIVING LONGER | HEALTHCARE AND TECHNOLOGY
CONVERGING
The population is getting older. The median age across the globe reached 30
in 2019, up from 21.5 in 1970,1 due to a declining global birth rate combined
with an aging population. In 2020, 13.5% of the world’s population was 60
and over while 25.4% were 14 and under.2 Global population growth is now
half of its peak rate of 2.2% in 1962-63.3 This creates huge opportunities for
innovation in medicine and surgical instruments that extend the lives of our
older population, as well as for businesses catering to people marrying older
and bearing fewer children.
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FINTECH | DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS AND FINANCIAL INNOVATION
We are already on the precipice of a cashless society. Innovation in FinTech
means coming up with different ways to transact business, invest, and
manage assets that didn’t exist a decade ago. For example: buy now / pay
later (BNPL) is an innovation that didn’t exist five years ago. With its advent,
nearly every major credit card and financial newcomer can get sellers to pay
a commission in lieu of buyers paying interest while enjoying their purchases
before fully paying for them. As well, different models for managing assets
now exist that are commission free and more transparent.
LIFESTYLE BETTERMENT | FITNESS, STAYING YOUNG, ENJOYING LIFE
As people age, their desire to stay fit and look younger is driving
consumption They eat healthier and take advantage of more cosmetic
surgery. At the same time, they are enjoying their lives more, traveling,
buying pets, and splurging on self-indulgences and luxury brands like never
before. The workplace has become far more casual. Working from home
or remotely seems like a secular change – one that is likely to outlast the
current pandemic as employees enjoy greater work/life balance.
24/7 INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT | DELIVERED DIGITALLY
The advent of 24/7 information and entertainment has changed the way we
consume both. We can search for relevant facts and information any time
day or night, and get instant results delivered digitally on our phones. We
can stream movies, YouTube videos, or podcasts just about anywhere there’s
Wi-Fi, even on our TVs.

The Opportunity for Investors
By investing in companies that are able to capitalize on these megatrends, investors have
the potential to profit from long-term trends that may benefit the world we live in, like
green energy, safer vehicles, more sophisticated medical innovations, and products to make
our lives safer, healthier and more productive.
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Companies We Believe In
The Future Fund Active ETF (FFND) invests in companies that we believe:
•

Offer potential to grow revenues and profits significantly over the next five years

•

Benefit from the secular megatrends that we believe are changing the world and
act as portfolio tailwinds

•

Developed superior technologies, brands, and/or expertise that we believe
offer a proprietary edge to exploit these megatrends

•

Are priced at no more than what is 70% of our estimates of what we believe is
fair value

We Seek Investment Controversy
We believe the opportunities resulting from disruptive innovation are often undiscovered
or misunderstood by traditional investment managers who focus too much on sectors and
short-term price movements, losing focus on long-term impacts and growth potential.
Our investment process recognizes that true disruptive innovation triggers rapid cost
declines, loss in share and pricing power, and cuts across sectors and geographies. With
that comes inevitable reactions from incumbents, desperately trying to match the
innovation to stop their declining market shares. This may lead investors to invariably
conclude that as incumbents enter with similar products, the growth of the disruptive
innovator will slow down. In past situations, most notably Apple in smartphones and
Amazon in retail, incumbents never caught up while the disruptive innovators’ share
growth, pricing power, and margin expansion continued to exceed consensus expectations.

Our Investment Process: High
conviction, high active share portfolios
Our investment process combines top-down macro
and thematic identification, combined with rigorous
bottom-up fundamental research, stock selection, and risk
management.
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We are long-term investors, but will adjust our positions opportunistically if we believe that
expectations are too high or too low to maximize our clients’ investment returns.

Rigorous Top-down Macro and Secular Trends
We first engage in a rigorous top-down macro forecast based on our view of secular
forces shaping the economy, monetary and fiscal policies, and global demographic and
political trends.

Secular Disinflationary Forces
In addition to the 10 secular megatrends, we consider these four deflationary forces as part
of our top-down framework.
These four deflationary forces overlap with some of our megatrends:
•

Automation ̶ Substituting machines for human labor

•

Global sourcing ̶ Sourcing materials and labor from the cheapest source
anywhere in the world

•

Price transparency ̶ Using the Internet to find the best price possible for both
consumers and businesses

•

Declining birth rate ̶ Reducing overall consumption and global growth rates

United States Core Inflation Rate (Annual 2000-2021)
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Core inflation is a measure of inflation that excludes certain items known for their volatility. Food and energy are
well-known for their volatile pricing nature, since they are subject to outside influences not always tied to inflation.
Source: https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/current-inflation-rates
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Nearly two years of COVID threats have resulted in labor and supply shortages, causing
inflation to rise well above the Fed’s 2% inflation target. We believe inflation will peak over the
next 12-18 months as supply bottlenecks become unclogged and as Fed tightening begins in
March.
We currently forecast five to six hikes in the Fed Funds rate in 2022, and a terminal
Federal Funds rate of around 2.0%. This implies 10-year Treasury yields could rise to 2.5-3.0%
before stabilizing.

High Conviction Stock Selection
We believe the rigorous application of top-down macro and secular megatrends combined
with on-the-ground research of companies poised to exploit them can result in high riskadjusted returns for our clients.
Our fundamental research allows us to acquire a 360-degree view of each company. We
believe it is critical to develop a research “edge” or insight about the companies in our
portfolio that others may not currently have.
We also look for opportunities that may result from investment controversies resulting from
disruptive innovation that is often misunderstood or not identified by traditional investment
managers. Our investment process recognizes that true disruptive innovation triggers rapid
cost declines, loss in share and pricing power, and cuts across sectors and geographies.
Incumbents react by desperately trying to match the innovation to stop their declining
market shares. This may lead investors to invariably conclude that as these incumbents enter
markets with similar products, growth of the disruptive innovator will slow down. This kind
of controversy may lead to greater opportunities to invest at lower prices in companies we
believe are true disruptors.

Disciplined Portfolio Management
We primarily invest in companies that we believe are best positioned to take advantage of
or profit from emerging technological or social trends or developments. Since inception,
we’ve held between 35-45 of our highest conviction names that we have believed offered the
potential for probability weighted upside-downside ratios of at least 2.0x.
We adhere to strict price disciplines for when to enter or exit the names we select. We believe
that the companies we select are best positioned to exploit the secular megatrends we’ve
identified.*

*Diversification does not ensure profit or
prevent losses. There is no guarantee that any
investment strategy will achieve its objectives,
generate profits or avoid losses.
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We sell or reduce positions in our portfolio when one of four things happens:
•

Stock price approaches our price target

•

Our investment thesis changes

•

Near-term revenue or earnings expectations get ahead
of where we think they should be, or

•

The company’s strategy or leadership changes

We tend to start reducing a position when the risk/reward of continued ownership falls
below 0.5x. We prefer singularly-focused companies where we can understand the
business from a 360-degree perspective (customer, suppliers, competitors, employees).
We also tend to like companies with strong franchises with high entry barriers and
sustainable moats that can outlive their management teams.

Summary: Megatrends Drive Opportunity
Secular megatrends are a source of innovation and disruptive opportunity.
At The Future Fund, we look for businesses with the strategy, infrastructure, and execution
skills to exploit these megatrends to drive valuations, and offer the potential to help us
deliver superior risk-adjusted returns for our clients.
Our investment process begins with a rigorous top-down approach including a
macro forecast based on our view of secular forces shaping the economy, geopolitical
environment, and global demographic and political trends. We combine this process with
identification of secular megatrends, anticipating that they will provide strong tailwinds for
those companies best prepared to exploit these trends.
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Secular Megatrends Identified by The Future Fund

Social networking

Mobility

E-commerce

Automation

Climate
sustainability

People living longer

Big data
and security

Lifestyle betterment

FinTech

24/7 information
and entertainment

Our research consists of a 360-degree view of companies we believe can best leverage
these megatrends. We examine the company’s strategy, competitors, suppliers, and
customers to evaluate overall total addressable market potential. We build a five-year
forecast of volumes, pricing, margins, earnings and cash flow, and use those forecasts to
determine intrinsic values that are discounted to the present and compared to the existing
stock price. We then select a concentrated portfolio of 35-40 companies we think are best
able to leverage the secular megatrends we’ve identified with the potential to significantly
grow revenue and earnings over the next five year and which sell at prices well below their
fair value.
Finally, we adhere to a disciplined portfolio management process where we will modify or
exit a name if it reaches our price target, if our investment thesis changes, if expectations
get too high relative to our own estimates, or if the company’s strategy changes.
Our world is constantly evolving, and innovation and disruption continue to drive
opportunity. By identifying key secular megatrends, investors have the opportunity to
change the world while reaping the potential benefits of those changes.

Opinions expressed are those of Gary Black, Managing Partner, The Future Fund LLC as of
3/7/2022 and may not come to pass. The Future Fund LLC is an SEC-registered investment
advisor. Visit https://thefuturefund.com. The Future Fund, its clients and its related persons,
including Mr. Black, may hold financial interests in securities or issuers discussed in this
material. However, any discussion of securities or issuers included in this material is not a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold any particular security.
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As of 3/7/2022, The Future Fund Active ETF (FFND) held the following as percent of the portfolio:
Alphabet Inc. (Google) 9.95%, Amazon 0.00%, Apple 0.00%, Crowdstrike 0.00%, Mandiant 5.13%,
Microsoft 0.00%, Palo Alto 1.43%, Tesla 11.81%
1 https://ourworldindata.org/age-structure
2 https://www.statista.com/statistics/672546/projected-world-population-distribution-by-age-group/
3 https://ourworldindata.org/world-population-growth#:~:text=The%20world%20population%20increased%20from,ago%20
to%201.05%25%20per%20year.

DEFINITIONS
Apple Ecosystem describes Apple Inc.’s digital ecosystem of products, including the iPhone,
iPad, Apple Watch, HomePod etc. It is often praised for its seamless integration and optimization
between various networks of devices, software and services, and is largely emphasized by Apple’s
focus on privacy.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The Future Fund LLC invests in businesses that can change the world. It offers The Future Fund
Active ETF (FFND) as well as separately managed accounts.
Investing involves risk, including loss of principal. There is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve
its investment objectives. In general, prices of equity securities are more volatile than those of fixed
income securities. The prices of equity securities fluctuate in response to issuer-specific activities
as well as factors unrelated to the fundamental condition of the issuer, including general market,
economic and political conditions along with other factors. While the shares of ETFs trade on
secondary markets, they may not readily trade in all market conditions and may trade at significant
discounts in periods of market stress. The Fund was recently organized with no operating history. In
addition, the Advisor has not previously managed an ETF, which may increase the risks of investing
in the Fund.
The Fund is actively managed and is thus subject to management risk. The Adviser will apply its
investment techniques and strategies in making investment decisions for the Fund, but there is no
guarantee that its techniques will produce the intended results.
Shareholders may pay more than NAV when buying fund shares and receive less than NAV when
selling fund shares, because shares are bought and sold at current market prices. The performance
quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results.
The Future Fund Active ETF shares are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not
individually redeemed from the Fund. Brokerage commissions will reduce returns.
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of
the Fund before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about the
Fund and should be read carefully before investing. The prospectus may also be obtained by
calling 877.466.7090.
The Future Fund Active ETF is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, member FINRA/
SIPC. The Future Fund LLC is the investment advisor to the Fund, and is not affiliated with Northern
Lights Distributors, LLC.
14287154-NLD-03142022
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